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Experimental Design (For Spectrofluorometer) 
Spectrofluorometer is an essential component to in various branches of science. Be it in sub-branches of physics, chemistry, or 

biology. However, most of the spectrofluorometer are very bulky, costly, and requires a companion computer for its operation. 

To make use of spectrofluorometer in our project, we decided to build a custom in-house spectrofluorometer, that is not as 

such for general use, but is suitable for specific applications such as that of ours, at the same time, reducing the cost 

(compared to other commercially available spectrofluorometer). This spectrofluorometer would measure the spectrum of any 

given light source, and emission spectrum at constant excitation. Hence, we will use this to measure the emission spectrum of 

our attached fluorophores in the testing vial, which can then be used to infer the concentration of our protease biomarkers, 

such as MMP9, based on the intensity of the emission. To construct such an in-house spectrofluorometer (OSCCit 

Spectrometer), we came across SpectraUPB <https://www.upb.edu/en/contenido/spectrometry-software-for-android> from 

which we took inspiration to build such a device but with added functionalities according to our need. 

For the purpose of creating this OSCCit Spectrometer, we can divide the whole process into three parts, which are, the 

optical set-up to use, preferable sensor to use, and preferred mode of data processing. After literature survey, we found 

that there can be optical set-ups such as Crossed Czerny-Turner (CCT), Lens-Grating-Lens (LGL), and Mirror-Grating-

Mirror (MGM). And, based on comparative analysis to finalise one of these set-ups that can be used to make an easily 

portable OSCCit Spectrometer, we decided to go with LGL configuration. Similarly, based on literature survey we came 

across 5 potential candidate technologies for detection sensors, which are, CMOS from a smartphone, MonoChrome 

camera, Photodiodes/LDR, Avlanche Photodiodes, PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs). Out of them, PMTs were instantly 

rejected because of their high cost, other technologies were also subsequently rejected because of the need of extra 

supporting electronics and a companion computer system, except for CMOS from a smartphone (selected). For data 

processing purposes, we can make a smartphone app that can process the collected data to infer the concentration of 

the fluorophore used. 

1.

For the development of the smartphone app, we would use Chaquopy Python (programming language) SDK. 2.

[POTENTIAL TROUBLE] Since Python programming language is not that widespread for app development, it is possible 

that the app does not act as expected, or is very slow. 

[ALTERNATIVE APPROACH] In such a case, we will shift to Java programming language since it is one of the widespread 

and fast languages for an app development, although would require finding someone suitable who can program in that 

language. 

Simulate the ray trajectory of the set-up on COMSOL, then design the assembly of OSSCit Spectrometer on SolidWorks. 3.

Make the assembly on an optical bench, and try to measure the resolution of our set-up. For this, we can use a CFL bulb 

and measure its spectra by a commercial spectrometer, and then compare the result with the spectrum given by our 

set-up. If we can find two close peaks separated in both the spectra, that would mean that it has at least that much of 

resolution. 

4.

For caliberation we identify three characteristic peaks in CFL spectra and use them for quadratic-order fitting. 5.

TO check whether it works for fluorophores as well, we can try to obtain the emission spectra of a fluorophore or a 

fluorescent dye at a constant excitation wavelength. 

6.

Finally, 3D print the assembly and once again test it. 7.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Experimental Build (For Spectrofluorometer) 

Simulated the ray trajectory of the set-up on COMSOL. ●

WEDNESDAY, 4/28/2021

FRIDAY, 7/30/2021
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Completed the building of initial set-up on Optical Bench. ●

THURSDAY, 8/12/2021
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Figure 3



Took the spectrum of RGB bulb from our set-up on optical bench to confirm that it is working and we are getting 

spectrum. 

●



We contacted some chemistry labs in our institute to get a list of different fluorescent dyes, and physics labs to get a list 

of different lasers which can be used for excitation, so as to finalise the pair of fluorescent dye and corresponding 

excitation laser to test our set-up. 

●

Finally, after going through the list, we finalised Cy3 dye from Dr. S. Rakshit's Lab, and green laser from Dr. K. P. Singh's 

Lab. 

●

Did the characterisation of the green laser that we obtained to find out the laser wavelength and optical power. For 

laser wavelength, we took the spectrum of the laser with CCS100 Compact Spectrometer ThorLabs, and found it to be 

of 531.4 nm. We also measured 15 mW of optical power at 7.26 V and 0.15 A current using power meter. 

●

SATURDAY, 8/14/2021

MONDAY, 8/16/2021

THURSDAY, 8/26/2021

SUNDAY, 8/29/2021
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Figure 6



Took the spectrum of yellow light from RGB bulb and used it to calibrate wavelength. Yellow light was used from RGB 

bulb with maximum emission wavelength assumed for green at 525 nm (standard) and for red at 615 nm (standard). 

●



Took the emission spectra of Cy3 fluorescent dye by exciting it with the laser, ●



Used the Tracker software to plot the line profiles of obtained data/spectra (yellow light and Cy3 sample spectra). ●

For Yellow light (Callibration)

TUESDAY, 8/31/2021

THURSDAY, 9/2/2021
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For Cy3 sample 
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We did linear fitting from the peaks of yellow light and calculated the rough wavelength function thereafter estimating 

the emission peak at ~580 nm. 

●



Figure 11

We tried to go lower on concentration, and for that we had to increase the shutter speed and the exposure time, due to 

which we were getting a lot of green colour noise. We figured out that this is due to the reflection from cuvette and 

scattering. So we decided to segregate the excitation and detection portion using black painted cardboard.

●

Finally, very clear signal was obtained. 

Image of the improved set-up



Noise at lower concentration as seen from previous set-up

WEDNESDAY, 9/8/2021



Figure 12

 



Improved signal from the modified set-up at the same concentration 
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In this updated set-up, we went even lower on concentration (15 μM, 1.5 μM, and 0.15 μM). ●

THURSDAY, 9/9/2021



Figure 14

 

Figure 15



So we see that  for very lower concentrations we have to increase the exposure time and ISO to the maximum due to 

which noise increases. 

Now we chose CFL bulbs for calibrating the wavelength because CFL is readily available and its characteristic peaks can 

be used for quadratic-order wavelength fitting. 

●

We took the spectrum of CFL bulb with CCS100 Compact Spectrometer ThorLabs. ●



We identified three peaks at 435.12 nm, 545.48 nm and 611.02 nm, which we can use for quadratic-order fitting. ●

Started writing Python scripts for image data processing for calibration and plotting the spectrum. ●

MONDAY, 9/13/2021

TUESDAY, 9/14/2021



Figure 16

We started parallelly working on app development. The goal is make an app capable of running python scripts at back 

end. We started working on the same using Java, XML for layout and chaqopy for calling Python in Java Environment. 

●

After some attempts, we found that calling Python in Java Environment with Chacopy is making the app very slow and 

increasing the size of the app. Hence, we switched completely to the Java language. 

●

We then started re-writing all the codes that we previously wrote in Python again now in Java. ●

If we change the exposure time of camera, recorded intensity for the same sample will change. So if we have spectra of 

different samples at different exposure time we can can not process them due to intensity variation due to exposure 

time changes. So we wanted to see the affect of exposure time on intensity keeping everything constant. The aim is to 

establish relationship between the same and use that relation to process spectra of different samples at different 

exposure time.

●



We can see that intensity varies almost linearly with shutter speed. ●

Now that we completed the app development, we have started testing it. ●
For this, we measured the emission spectrum of Cy3 using OSCCit Assistant app. For more detailed steps, go to 

Operation Manual. 

●

FRIDAY, 9/17/2021

WEDNESDAY, 9/29/2021

MONDAY, 10/4/2021

FRIDAY, 10/8/2021



Figure 17

We also measured the unknown concentration of Cy3 with the OSCCit Assistant app, which came out to be 24 μM 

(actual concentration was 28 μM). 

●



Figure 18

Began 3D printing parts of the assembly. ●

MONDAY, 10/11/2021


